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Performance of Ultra Wideband SSMA
Using Time-Hopping and M-ary PPM
Fernando Ramrez-Mireles, member, IEEE
tion and the numerous narrowband waveforms within that
bandwidth, the technical feasibility of impulse radio modulation has already been demonstrated [1] [5].
The work in [2] studied MA performance assuming free
space propagation conditions and additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). The analysis assumed that binary PPM signals based on binary time-shift-keyed pulses are coherently
detected using a single-channel correlation receiver. The
analysis in [2] is quite similar to the analysis for code division multiple-access made in [8] and is based on the fact
that both designs use single-channel correlation receivers
for coherent detection of the bit waveform.
This paper extends the results in [2] to investigate the use
of M-ary PPM signals to improve the MA performance for
a given number of users and data transmission rate, or to
increase the number of users supported by the system for a
given MA performance and data transmission rate [9]. This
results can also be applied to increase the data transmission
rate supported by the system without degrading the MA
performance for a given number of users [10]. The results
that follows, as well as the results in [2], are valid for a
I. Introduction
fairly general class of TH PPM system, not necessarily of
PREAD spectrum multiple-access (MA) communica- ultra-wideband nature.
tions using time hopping (TH) and binary PPM was
recently proposed in [1] [2]. The proposed scheme is a
II. Channel, signals and multiple-access
baseband modulation where the signals consist of trains of
interference models
time-shifted pulses. Data is transmitted using binary PPM A. The basic pulse
at a rate of many pulses per symbol, and MA capability is
achieved using spread spectrum TH1 .
The signal w(t) is the basic pulse used to convey inforWhen these TH PPM signals are practically realized us- mation. It hasRduration
, two-sided 3 dB bandwidth W,
1 [w()]T2wd,
and normalized signal correing subnanosecond impulse signal technology, this ultra- energy Ew = ;1
wideband SSMA technique is known in the literature as lation function
impulse radio modulation. In this case, the range of freZ 1
4 1
quencies occupied by the TH PPM signals goes from a few
w(t)w(t ; )dt > ;1
w () = E
w ;1
hundreds of Kilohertz up to a few Gigahertz. The ultrawideband nature of this modulation can potentially facilitate the construction of relatively simple, low-cost, low- for all . The minimum value of w () is denoted min, and
power transceivers that can be used for license-free, short min denotes the smallest value of  in (0; Tw ] such that
range, high speed MA communications over indoor and min = w (min).
other dense-multipath wireless channels [1] [2] [5] [6] [7]. B. Channel
Although there are spectrum compatibility issues related
with the coexistence between this ultra-wideband modula- The channel model used in this MA performance analysis has free-space propagation conditions. The e ect
This research was done at the Communication Sciences Institute, of the antenna system in the UWB transmitted pulse is
University of Southern California, and was supported in part by the
operation. The transmitted
Joint Services Electronics Program under contract F49620-94-0022. modeled as a di erentiation
4 Rt
Dr. Ramrez's is now with Aware Inc., Strategic Technologies pulse is wTX (t) =
w()d
and the received pulse is
;1
Group, Lafayette, CA. His E-mail is ramirezm@ieee.org
Aw(t
;
)
+
n(t).
The
constants
A and  represent the
Spread spectrum using PPM has been analyzed previously [3] [4].
One novel aspect of [1] [2] is the combination of TH with PPM.
attenuation and propagation delay, respectively, that the
Abstract | Wireless spread spectrum multiple-access
(SSMA) using time hopping and block waveform encoded
(M-ary) pulse position modulated (PPM) signals is analyzed. For di erent M-ary PPM signal designs the multipleaccess performance in free-space propagation conditions is
analyzed in terms of the number of users supported by the
system for a given bit error rate, signal to noise ratio, bit
transmission rate and number of signals in the M-ary set.
Processing gain and number of simultaneous users are described in terms of system parameters. Tradeo s between
performance and receiver complexity are discussed. Upper
bounds on both the maximum number of users and the total
combined bit transmission rate are investigated. This analysis is applied to ultra-wideband impulse radio modulation.
In this modulation, the communications waveforms are practically realized using subnanosecond impulse technology. A
numerical example is given that shows that impulse radio
modulation is theoretically able to provide multiple-access
communications with a combined transmission capacity of
hundreds;4of Megabits
per second at bit error rates in the
range 10 to 10;7 using receivers of moderate complexity.
Keywords | Ultra-wideband impulse radio modulation,
spread spectrum multiple-access, time hopping, pulse position modulation.
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signal experiences over the link path between the transmit- and
ter and receiver. The noise n(t) is AWGN with two-sided
power density No =2.
C. TH PPM signals

The TH PPM signal conveying information exclusively
in the time shifts is
1
X
x( )(t) = w(t ; kTf
k=0

; c(k ) Tc ; dk() ):
bk=Ns c

Hm( )(t) =4

(m+1)
Ns ;1
X

p(t) =

k=mNs


Tc c(k ) p(t ; kTf );

1; if 0  t  Tf ;
0; otherwise

(2)

NX
s ;1
k=0

w(t ; kTf ; ik )

(3)

for i = 1; 2; : : :; M; then (1) can be rewritten
x( )(t) =

(1)

The superscript (), 1    Nu , indicates user-dependent
quantities, where Nu is the number of simultaneous active
users. The index k is the number of time hops that the signal x( ) (t) has experienced, and also the number of pulses
that has been transmitted. The Tf is the frame (pulse repetition) time and equals the average time between pulse
transmissions. The notation bqc denotes the integer part
of q.
The fc(k )g is the pseudo-random time-hopping sequence
assigned to user . It is periodic with period Np (i.e.,
c(k+)lNp = c(k ) , for all k; l integers) and each sequence element is an integer in the range 0  c(k )  Nh . For a
given time shift parameter Tc , the time hopping code provides an additional time shift to the pulse in every frame,
each time shift being a discrete time value c(k )Tc , with
0  c(k ) Tc < Nh Tc .
The time shift corresponding to the data modulation is
dk() 2 f1 = 0 < 2 < : : : <  g, with   2 an integer.
bk=Ns c
The data sequence fd(m )g of user  is an M-ary symbol
stream, 1  d(m )  M, that conveys information in some
form. The system under study uses fast time hopping,
which means that there are Ns > 1 pulses transmitted per
symbol. The data symbol changes only every Ns hops.
Assuming that a new data symbol begins with pulse index
k = 0, the data symbol index is bk=Ns c.
In general, M,  and Ns are system design parameters.
The speci c values of these parameters depends on performance requirements and implementation considerations,
among other criteria. The relation between them depends
also on the particular signal design under consideration.
To avoid overlapping of pulses belonging to di erent
frames, we assume that Nh Tc +  + Tw < Tf . In practical
realizations of impulse radio modulation, the pulse duration satis es Tw << Tf , the maximum time shift value
satis es  < Tf =2 and Ns is usually in the order of hundreds. The values of Nh and Tc are discussed in section
II-E.
If we de ne

Si (t) =4

2

=4

1
X
m=0

1
X

m=0

Sd(m) (t ; mNs Tf ; Hm( )(t))
( ) (t);
Xm;d
()
m

where m indexes the transmitted symbols. Hence, the
user's information signal x( )(t) is composed of a sequence
( ) (t), m = 0; 1; 2; : ::,
of communications waveforms Xm;d
( )
m
(

)
where each Xm;d(m) (t) is a fast-hopped version of one of the
M possible PPM symbol waveforms Si (t) in (3).2 A single
symbol waveform has duration Ts =4 Ns Tf . For a xed Tf ,
the M-ary symbol rate Rs = Ts;1 determines the number
Ns of pulses that are modulated by a given symbol. Note
that when the hopping function Hm( )(t) in (2) is known
(i.e., the receiver is synchronized), the signals fSi (t)g and
( ) (t)g both have the same correlation properties, i.e.,
fXm;i
Rij =4
=

Z

1

;1
Z 1
;1

= Ew

( ) () X ( ) () d
Xm;i
m;j

Si () Sj () d

NX
s ;1
k=0

w (ik ; jk );

since the pulses are non overlapping. The energy in the ith
( ) (t) is E = R = N E , and the normalized
signal Xm;i
S
ii
s w
correlation value is
s ;1
1 NX
4 Rij
=
=
w (ik ; jk ) 
ij E
N
S
s k=0

min:

D. M-ary PPM signal sets

The PPM signal Si (t) in (3) represents the ith signal in
an ensemble of M information signals, each signal completely identi ed by the pulse shape w(t) and the sequence
of time shifts fik g, k = 0; 1; 2; : : :; Ns ; 1. In this paper we
will focus in M-ary PPM sets with the greatest practical
interest, namely orthogonal (OR), equally correlated (EC)
and N-orthogonal (NO) signal sets3 .
In general, the proposed signal designs have the virtue
that the structure of the M-ary autocorrelation matrix is
preserved for di erent w(t). This is important because w(t)
is, in general, a non standard pulse, and these signal design
The signal RSi (t) is the received
signal corresponding to the transt S ()d = PNs ;1 w (t ; kT ; k ).
mitted signal ;1
i
f i
k=0 TX
3 For the N-orthogonal signal designs a value of N = 2 was used.
For other values of N (the number of signals in each orthogonal dimension) see [10].
2
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Type
of
signal

Time shift pattern fikg
i = 1; 2; : : : ; M
k = 0; 1; : : : ; Ns ; 1

OR

ik = [(k + i ; 1) mod M]TOR
TOR = 2Tw

EC

ik = aki 2
2 2 (0; Tw ]
aki 2 f0; 1g
ik
L
I
I~

h

normalized
correlation
coecient
(OR) =
ij



(EC) =
ij

i

I + (k + 2I~) mod L TNO1

NO1

NO2

ik = aki 2 + (k + 2I~) mod L TNO2
TNO2 =4 2 + TOR
0 = 1 < 2 < Tw

b M2 c
i ; b i;2 1 c 2
b i;2 1 c
2 + TOR
1 < 2 < Tw

i

1; i = j
0; i =
6 j



jj < 1

=
=4
=
=4
TNO1 =4
0 =

h

3

1; i = j
; i =
6 j

8
<

1;
i=j
i;1 c 6= b j ;1 c
0;
b
2
:
j ;2 1
ij ; b i;2 1 c = b 2 c
ij = w (J ; I )
J = j ; b j ;2 1 c 2

(NO1) =
ij

8
<

1; i = j

(NO2) = 0;
ij
:

b i;2 1 c 6= b j ;2 1 c
; b i;2 1 c = b j ;2 1 c

TABLE I

Time shift patterns and normalized correlation values of the M-ary PPM signals under study. Orthogonal (OR), equally
correlated (EC), N-orthogonal design 1 (NO1) and N-orthogonal design 2 (NO2).

reduce the dependence of the MA performance on the shape were made:
of w(t). The time shift patterns de ning each M-ary PPM
(a) The signals x( ) (t ;  ( ) ), for  = 1; 2; : : :; Nu, and
signal set and their respective correlation properties are
the noise n(t) are all assumed to be independently genstudied in detail in [10] and summarized in table I. In
erated.
the EC case the aki is a 0; 1 pattern representing the ith
(b)
To estimate performance without choosing a specyclic shift, i = 1; 2; : : :; M, of an m-sequence [13] of length
m
ci
c TH sequence family, we use purely random
Ns = 2 ; 1, m  1, and Ns  M.
TH sequences, i.e., the elements fc(k )g, for  =
As pointed out by one of the reviewers, PPM has been
1; 2; 3; : ::; Nu, and for all k, are independent, idenwidely used in optical communications. Hence, previous
tically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, with each
results in PPM signal design such as [11] [12] could also
been considered for the M-ary signal sets. One notorious
c(k ) uniformly distributed on the interval [0; Nh ]. The
di erence with previous results is that in [11] [12] the valresults of the analysis are independent of the speci c
ues of jk , are constrained to be an integer multiple of Tw ,
value of Nh Tc , as long as the condition (f) is valid.
where as in the present work jk can actually be less that
To insure that no hopping code random variable c(k )
Tw to take advantage of the negative correlation properties
occur more than once in a symbol time, we assume
of w(t).
that Ns  Np . For many hops to occur in a symbol
time, we further assume that Ns >> 1.
E. Multiple-access interference model
(c) Asynchronous radio transmission dictates that the
In this analysis, performance computation is based on
time delays  ( ) ,  = 2; 3; : : :; Nu , are i.i.d random
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) averaged over the TH sevariables. The magnitude of  ( ) spans many frames
quence variables and propagation delay variables. It is a
Tf , hence we can write  ( ) = Tf + . Hence  is
formidable task to develop exact generalized results that
the value of  ( ) rounded to the nearest frame time,
are meaningful for the MA performance. In order to faciland Tf =2   < Tf =2 is the error in this rounditate the analytical treatment, the following assumptions
ing process. Since  is a round-o error of a large
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random variable, it is reasonable to assume that  is
uniformly distributed over it's range. A model for 
won't be needed because the nal calculations are independent of it, as long as the condition (f) is valid.
We also assume that the transmission time di erences
 ( ) ;  (1) ,  = 2; 3; : : :; Nu, are i.i.d. random variables, with  ( ) ;  (1) mod Tf being uniformly distributed on [0; Tf ).
(d) Since the received signal w(t) is modeled as the
derivative of the transmitted signal wTX (t),
R 1 we assume
that the pulse w(t) satis es the relation ;1
w()d =
0.
(e) In this analysis we assume that  is smaller than
both the range of the time uncertainty parameter 
and the time hopping window width Nh Tc . We further assume that data modulation in the signals of
the other Nu ; 1 users has no signi cant e ect on
the calculation of multiple-access interference statistics for user one (the desired user). Hence, dk(m) = 0
for  = 2; 3; : : :; Nu, and all k and m.
(f) To further simplify the analysis we assume that the
time interval over which the pulse w(t) can be time
hopped is less than a half a frame time, so that Nh Tc <
(Tf =2) ; , where  =4 2(Tw +  ) is two times the
duration of w(t) ; w(t ;  ).
III. Receiver signal processing

When Nu links are active in this MA system, the received
signal r(t) can be modeled as

4

the detection problem becomes the time-shift-coherent detection of M equal-energy, equally-likely signals in the presence of multiple-access interference in addition to AWGN.
The corresponding optimal receiver (multi-user detector)
is a complicated structure that takes advantage of all of
the receiver's knowledge regarding the characteristics of the
multiple-access interference [14] [15].
A much simpler receiver to analyze is the the conventional M-ary correlation receiver [16]. The use of this receiver for time-shift-coherent detection of M equal-energy,
equally-likely signals in the presence of mean-zero Gaussian
interference in addition to AWGN is well justi ed when
Nu >> 1 and Ns >> 1. In both cases we can use the assumptions made in section II-E to invoke the Central Limit
Theorem [17] to conclude that the net e ect of the multipleaccess interference produced by the undesired users at the
output of the desired user's correlation receivers can be
modeled as zero-mean Gaussian random variables. Notice
that in time hopping, at most a few pulses simultaneously
are present in any given time slot, and that we are applying the Gaussian assumption to the decision variables, as
opposed to the received waveform
The M-ary correlation receiver consists of M lters
(1) (t ;  (1))g, j = 1; 2; : : :; M,
matched to the signals fXm;j
t 2 Tm , followed by samplers and a decision circuit that
selects the maximum among the decision variables
yj =

Z

t2Tm

(1) (t ;  (1)) dt ; j = 1; 2; : : :; M:
r(t) Xm;j

This receiver is illustrated in Fig. 1. As discussed in [10],
(4) this receiver can be greatly simpli ed for di erent M-ary
PPM signal designs. These simpli cation results are sum =1
marized in tables II and III.
where A( ) is the attenuation of user 's signal over the
The performance of this receiver can be studied uschannel,  ( ) represents time asynchronisms between the ing standard communications techniques [16]. The union
clocks of the transmitter of user  and the receiver, and bound for the symbol error probability (SER) for timethe signal n(t) represents non MA interference modeled as shift-coherent detection of the TH PPM signals is
AWGN.
4 1 PM PM
Let's assume that the receiver wants to demodulate the
UBP
(N
)
=
e
u
M i=1 j=1
i6=j
signal of user  = 1 corresponding to the mth data symbol
q

(1)
(1)
dm , where dm is one of M equally-likely symbols. The
Q log2 (M)SNRb(outj;i)(Nu ) ; (6)
received signal r(t) in (4) can be viewed as
r(t) = A(1) X (1) (1) (t ;  (1)) + nTOT (t); t 2 Tm ; (5) where Q() is the Gaussian tail integral,
r(t) =

Nu
X

A( ) x( )(t ;  ( )) + n(t);

m;dm

where

Tm =4 [mNs Tf +  (1) ; (m + 1)Ns Tf +  (1));
and

nTOT (t) =4

Nu
X
 =2

A( ) x( )(t ;  ( ) ) + n(t):

SNRb(outj;i)(Nu ) =

h

SNRb(outj;i)(1) ;1 +

2
6
4

i

3;13;1

1 (j; i)=Tf 7
Rb PNu  A() 2 5
 =2 A(1)

7
5

; (7)

i=
6 j, is the output bit SNR observed in the presence of
When the receiver is perfectly synchronized to the rst user Nu ; 1 other users, and
signal, i.e., having learned the value of  (1) (or at least
hP
i
 (1) mod Np Tf ), the receiver is able to determine the seNs ;1 m ( k ;  k ;  k ) 2
w
j
j
i
k
=0
quence fTm g of time intervals, with interval Tm containing
(8)
(j; i) =4
P s ;1
Ns Nk=0
w2 (jk ; ik )
the waveform representing data symbol d(1)
m . In this case
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r(t)
(kT

f

+ τ

(kT

f

(1)

+ ck

+ τ

(1)

(1)

T c + δi + T W )
k

∫
+ ck

(1)

STORE
AND SUM

yi

T c + δi )
k

k = 0, 1, 2, …, N s – 1

Ns – 1

∑

w ( t –k T f –τ

(1)

– ck

(1)

k

T c – δi )

i = 1, 2, …, M

k = 0

M-ARY
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

δ ( t –k T f –τ

(1)

–ck

(1)

T c)

ck

CODE
DELAY

(1)
CODE
GENERATOR

k mod N p
(SYNC CONTROL)

δ(t – kT f – τ
FRAME
CLOCK

(1)

τ

)

(1)

(1)
mod T f

(SYNC CONTROL)

LINK
SELECTOR

Fig. 1. This diagram shows the M-ary correlation receiver for the TH PPM signals.

is a normalized SNR parameter de ned in terms of the
Given the pulse w(t), the proper signal design depends
pulse shape w(t) and the data modulation time shifts f(jk , on the good choice of the data modulation time shifts
f(jk ; ik )g. When Nu = 1 or when the AWGN domiik )g, with
Z 1
nates, the values f(jk ; ik )g should be chosen to maximize
4
2
;
1
2
w (; ) = Tf
mw (&; ; ) d&;
(9) SNRb(outj;i)(1) in (11). On the other hand, when MA inter;1
ference dominates, the (j; i) is the quantity that should
and
be maximized by the proper choice of f(jk ; ik )g.
4

Z

1

mw (&; ; ) =
w( ; &) [w( ; ) ; w( ; )]d
;1
= Ew [ w (& ; ) ; w (& ; )] :
(10)
In (7) we have use the fact that the bit transmission rate Rb = log2 (M)=Ts = log2 (M)=Ns Tf . Note
that SNRb(outj;i)(Nu ) is smaller than the smallest of
SNRb(outj;i)(1) and R1b PN(uj;i;)A=T(f) 2 . The procedure to cal=2 A(1)
culate (7), (8), (9) and (10) is described in detail in [10].
If only the desired transmitter is active, then
(1) 2
SNRb(outj;i)(1) = log 1(M) (A ) ENso[1 ; ij ] (11)
2
is equivalent to the output bit SNR that one might observe
in single-link communications (one user bit SNR).

IV. MA performance analysis

In this section we elaborate useful relations between bit
error rate, signal-to-noise power ratio, number of simultaneous active users, bit transmission rate, and number of
signals in the block waveform set.
A. MA BER performance and SNRb(outj;i)(Nu )

The substitution of the bit SNR SNRb(outj;i)(Nu ) in (7)
into the UBPe (Nu ) in (6) will provide the desired relation
between SER, bit SNR, Nu , Rb and M.
More
insight can be obtained if we rewrite SNRb(outj;i)(Nu ) in
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Type of
signal

6

calculation of
decision variables
R Ns Tf

any

yj =
=

x(t) Sj (t) dt
x(t) w(t ; kTf ; jk ) dt
k=0 kTf

OR

yj =
z(k; q) =4

0 N ;1 R (k+1)T
P
f
s

PNs ;1 PM ;1

k=0
q=0 q;[(k+j ;1) mod M ] z(k; q)
x(t) w(t ; kTf ; qTOR ) dt
kTf +qTOR

R kTf +(q+1)TOR

EC

s ;1 2
yj = Nk=0
m=1 (m;1);akj zm (k)
4 R kTf +Tw +m
zm (k) = kTf
x(t) w(t ; kTf ; m ) dt
m = 1; 2

NO1

s ;1 L;1 
yj = kN=0
q=0 q;[(k+2 b j;2 1 c) mod L] zJ (k; q)
4 R kTf +(q+1)TNO1
zJ (k; q) = kTf +qTNO1 x(t) w(t ; kTf ; J ; qTNO1 ) dt
J = j ; 2 b j ;2 1 c; 1  J  N

NO2

s ;1 L;1 2
yj = kN=0
q=0 m=1 (m;1);akj zm (k; q)
4 R kTf +(q+1)TNO2
zm (k; q) = kTf +qTNO2 x(t) w(t ; kTf ; m ; qTNO2) dt
m = 1; 2

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

TABLE II

Calculation of decision variables yj can be simplified to get a receiver of reduced complexity. For clarity we use Si (t)
(1)
instead of Xm;i
(t). The q;q0 is the Kronecker delta.

is inversely proportional to the spreading gain factor

(7) as
(1) 2 (1 ; ji)
SNRb(outj;i)(Nu) = (ANo )+ENbMA
(j; i) ;

(12)

Gji =4 ((j; i)=Tf )=Rb:

(14)

We can now evaluate SNRb(outj;i) (Nu ) in (12) for the block
waveform encoding PPM signal sets considered in section
N
u
II-D. This requires the calculation of the interference level
X ( )
( ) (j; i) in (13) for each signal set. The details of this
NMA (j; i) =4
NMA (j; i)
NMA
 =2
calculation are given in [10]. Table IV presents the main
is the equivalent power spectral density level of the total results.
The SER can be transformed to BER depending on
multiple-access interference, and
the particular signal design under consideration. Table V
shows the union bound on BER, denoted UBPb , for the
4 (A( ) )2 [Eb(1 ; ji)]
( ) (j; i) =
(13)
NMA
four PPM signal designs under consideration. These reGji
sults are based in expression derived in [10].
th user,  =
is the contribution corresponding
to
the

2; 3; : : :; Nu. The SNRb(outj;i)(Nu ) in (12) clearly indicates B. MA degradation factor and Nu .
that there is an increase in the total e ective noise power
spectrum density produced by all the other users at the
In order to simplify this analysis, let's assume that the
( ) (j; i) in signals are equally correlated. For these signals, the pafront end of the desired user's receiver. The NMA
(13) clearly indicates that the level of the MA interference rameters in (7) do not depend on the pair of index (j; i),
where Eb =4 Es= log2 (M) is the energy per bit,
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Signal set Maximum Dependence of Receiver
number of
complexity
ij on w ( )
signals
(correlators)
OR

b TTORf c

independent
of w ( )

1

EC

Ns

depends
on min

2

NO1

2b TTNOf c

depends
on w ( )

2

NO2

Ns b TTNOf

c

depends
on min

2

1

2

TABLE III

Receiver complexity comparison among signal sets

and (7) can be rewritten

SNRbout(Nu) =

The ratio

SNRb" out(1)

1 + SNRbout (1)

PNu ;GA() 2

#;1

=2 A(1)

;

(15)

where

G = (=Tf )=Rb:
(16)
Recall that SNRbout (1) is the bit SNR value when only
user one is active, and that SNRbout (Nu ) < SNRbout (1)
is the actual bit SNR when other Nu ;1 users are also active
in the system. Let's de ne SNRbspec to be the speci ed
operating bit SNR to achieve the desired probability of
error. Let's also de ne SNRbrec (Nu ) > SNRbspec to
be the required value of SNRbout (1) in (15) that makes
SNRbout(Nu) = SNRbspec, so user one can still meet
the speci ed value of bit error probability even when other
Nu ; 1 users are active. Using the de nitions above in (15)
we get
SNRbrec(Nu)
SNRb =
(17)
spec

1 + SNRbrec (Nu )

and from (17) we get

SNRbrec(Nu ) =

"

;G

A() 2
=2 A(1)

PNu

SNRb
spec
"

1 ; SNRbspec

#;1

PNu ;GA() 2

=2 A(1)

#;1

:

DF(Nu ) =4

SNRbrec(Nu)
SNRbspec

(18)

is a degradation factor that measures the additional
amount of SNR required by user one to overcome the negative e ect of the multiple-access interference caused by the
other Nu ; 1 users.
It can be observed that, as Nu increases, DF(Nu ) also
increases, meaning that SNRbrec (Nu ) must be increased
in order to keep constant the right hand side of (17). Ultimately, however, no amount of increase in SNRbrec (Nu )
can o set the increase in the other term. As a result, the
number of users can be increased to a maximum number
in which DF in (18) becomes in nity. On the other hand,
note that SNRbrec (Nu ) ! SNRbspec as Nu ! 1, as would
be expected with only one user active.
Under ideal power control conditions (i.e., when A( ) =
(1)
A for  = 2; 3; : : :; Nu ), the DF(Nu ) in (18) can be written
1
DF(Nu ) =
(19)
h
i;1 :
1 ; SNRbspec (NuG;1)
The expression in (19) gives DF as a function of Nu , and
it can be used to nd Nu as a function of DF as follows4
1 G(1 ; 1 ) + 1: (20)
Nu (DF) = SNRb
DF
spec
4 Since N is an integer, N (DF) in (20) is assigned the truncated
u
u
value of the right hand side.
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Type of
signal
OR

EC

8

multiple-access bit SNR
(1) )2 Eb
(AP
u N ()
No + N=2
OR
(

)
2
(

)
A ) Eb
NOR = ((OR
=Tf )=Rb
2
OR = mww2(0(0;;T0;TOROR) )

SNRbOR (Nu) =

SNRbEC(Nu) =

(A(1)P
)2 Eb (1;)
u N ()
No + N=2
EC
() )2 Eb [1;]
(

)
(
A
NEC = (EC =Tf )=Rb
2
EC = m2ww2(0(0;0;;22))

8
<

NO1

NO2

SNRbOR (Nu); for b j;2 1 c 6= b i;21 c
SNRbNO1 (Nu) = :
j ;1
i;1
SNRb
TSK (Nu ); for b 2 c = b 2 c
(1)
2
(2 ))
SNRbTSK(Nu) = (ANo+) PEbN(1u;NwTSK
( )
() 2 =2

( ) = (A ) Eb [1; w (2 )]
NTSK
( =Tf )=Rb
2 (0TSK
m
w
TSK = w2 (0;;0;2)2 )
8
<

SNRbOR (Nu); for b j;2 1 c 6= b i;21 c
SNRbNO2 (Nu) = :
SNRbEC(Nu); for b j;2 1 c = b i;21 c
TABLE IV

Multiple-access bit SNR for the four different signal designs under study.

From (20) the maximum number of users is
The expression (21) clearly indicate that Nmax can be increased by decreasing SNRbspec. The limit on how small
1 G + 1: (21) SNRbspec can be for a given number of users Nu is inveslim Nu (DF) =
Nmax =4 DF
!1
SNRbspec
tigated in section IV-C.
The value Nmax is the largest value that Nu can attain when C. The Nsup and Csup
the performance is determined by the amount of multiple- In this section we study both N , the upper bound on
access interference produced by the other Nu ; 1 active the number of users N , and C , sup
u
sup the upper bound on the
users.
total
combined
bit
transmission
rate Nu Rb, under ideal
The Nmax can be used to de ne
power control.
The expression for Csup can be derived using Shannon's
Cmax =4 Nmax Rb
formula
for channel capacity [18]
(=Tf ) ; (for N >> 1):
' SNRb
(22)
max
spec
(23)
C(W) = W log2 (1 + W1 PNR);
The Cmax is the largest value that the total combined bit
transmission rate Nu Rb can attain, i.e., plays the role of where W is the 3 dB bandwidth occupied by the PPM
signals (i.e. the 3 dB bandwidth of the pulse w(t)), and
total multiple-access transmission capacity.
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Type of signal

9

multiple-access BER

OR

UBP(bOR) = M2 Q

p



EC

UBP(bEC) = M2 Q

p



log2(M)SNRbOR (Nu )

p

log2(M)SNRbEC(Nu )



log
(M)SNRbTSK(Nu ) +
2
M ;2 Q plog (M)SNRbOR (Nu )
2
2

NO1

UBP(bNO1) = Q

NO2

UBP(bNO2) = Q

p



log
2 (M)SNRbEC (Nu ) + 
p
M ;2 Q
log2 (M)SNRbOR (Nu )
2

TABLE V

Multiple-access BER UBPb for the four different signal designs under study.

PNR =4 Rb SNRbspec is the bit-power to noise-power density ratio. The maximum value of PNR can be obtained
using the maximum value of SNRbspec. The later can be
found if we let SNRbrec(Nu ) take on large values in (17)
to get
SNRbmax(Nu) =4 SNRbreclim(Nu )!1 SNRbspec
f )=Rb :
= (=T
(Nu ; 1)
Hence
PNRmax(Nu ) =4 Rb SNRbmax(Nu )
(=Tf ) :
(24)
= (N
; 1)

The Csup in (25) gives an upper bound on the total combined bit transmission rate Nu Rb that can can be attained
when the performance is determined by the amount of
multiple-access interference with Nu users active, each one
transmitting at bit rate Rb.6
Using C sup in(25) we can de ne
Nmax < Nsup =4 CRsup ' logG(2) ; (Nu >> 1): (26)
b
e
The Nsup in (26) is an upper bound on the number of
active users Nu that the system can support for a given G.
The Nsup agrees with the `cocktail party e ect', in which
the number of users (or `party guests talking simultaneu
ously') is maximized when each user `talks' as softly as
Substituting (24) into (23), and expanding in power series, possible, constrained to use SNRbspec > loge (2).
the maximum value of C(W ) for a given W can be written
D. Discussion
1 (;1)k+1  1 (=T ) k
X
W
f
The MA BER analysis in section IV-A compare BER for
C(W ) = log (2)
k
W Nu ; 1 :
e k=1
di erent values of M for a particular signal design. This
is meaningful when the comparison for di erent
By letting W ! 1 (i.e., by letting the width of the pulse analysis
M
is
done
keeping constant the values Eb and Rb, as well
w(t) approach zero5 ) we have that
as the total bandwidth of the M-ary signals. Similarly,
1 (=Tf ) 4
the number of users calculated in section IV-B for di erlim
W !1 C(W) ' log (2) N ; 1 = Rsup:
ent values of M for EC PPM signals is meaningful when
u
e
the comparison for di erent M is done keeping constant
The Rsup is an upper bound on Rb, hence
the values Eb and Rb, as well as the BER and the total
(=T
)
4
f
Cmax < Csup = Nu Rsup ' log (2) ; (Nu >> 1): (25) bandwidth of the M-ary signals.
To have all M-ary systems operate at the same bit transe
mission
rate Rb for di erent values of M, it is necessary to
Recall that C and Nmax were derived for equally correlated signals. These signals are known to be optimal in the sense that they increase Ts as M increases. That is, a particular M-ary
5

can achieve channel capacity (i.e, error free transmission under bit
transmission constraints) as the number of the signals M approaches 6 The fact that the upper bound in (25) depends on the signal design
in nity [19]. As M approaches in nity the signal set requires un- through =Tf is a consequence that the MA interference, assumed to
bounded time and bandwidth resources.
be Gaussian in this analysis, also depends on the signal design.
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system should use a block time Ts , given by
(27)
Ts =4 logR2 (M) ;
b
However, this also mean that for a given M we have that
Es = log2 (M)Eb;

(28)

i.e., the M-ary symbol energy is log2 (M) times the bit energy Eb .
In our M-ary TH PPM system, the log2 (M) scaling
in (27) and (28) can be obtained by de ning the number of pulses Ns used in M-ary communications Ns =4
log2(M)Ns(2) , where Ns(2) is the number of pulses used
in binary communications. In this way Ts = Ns Tf =
log2(M)Ns(2) Tf =4 log2 (M)=Rb, and Es = Ns Ew =
log2(M)Ns(2) Ew =4 log2 (M)Eb. Notice that this scaling
does not a a ect the total bandwidth of the M-ary signals,
which is a function of the total bandwidth W of w(t).
V. Numerical examples

A. Example 1: MA BER

In this section we illustrate the theoretical MA performance of this system for a speci c w(t) under perfect
power control (i.e. A( ) = A(1) for  = 2; 3; : : :; Nu). The
w(t) considered here is the second derivative of a Gaussian
function7




;



w(t) = 1;4[ ttn ]2 exp ;2[ ttn ]2 ;

(29)

where the value tn is used to t the model w(t) to a measured waveform from a particular experimental radio link.
The normalized signal correlation function corresponding
to w(t) in (29) is
w ()





;



= 1;4[ tn ]2 + 432 [ tn ]4 exp ;[ tn ]2 :

10

xed Tf , the value of Ns is determined by Rb. However,
in particular the EC PPM signal design additionally requires Ns  M. Combining this two requirements on Ns
we have that in the EC PPM case both Rb and Ns satisfy
the relation (log2 (Ns )=Ns )  RbTf . In this example we
use Rb = 100 kilobits per second, Ns(2) = 100, 2  M  16
and Ns = log2(M)100, hence (log2 (Ns )=Ns )  RbTf holds,
and both relations Ns  M and Ns = log2 (M)=(RbTf ) are
satis ed.
Once the signal design is completed, we can evaluate SNRbOR , SNRbEC, SNRbNO1 and SNRbNO2 in
table IV. Fig. 3 depicts the MA performance
curves for UBP(bOR) (Nu ), UBP(bEC) (Nu ), UBP(bNO1)(Nu ) and
UBP(bNO2) (Nu ) in table V, respectively. In all cases we used
an single-link communications output bit Eb =No = 14:30
dB, hence SNRbOR (1) = 14:30 dB, SNRbEC (1) = 13:39
dB and SNRbTSK(1) = 16:40 dB.
B. Example 2: Nu
In this example we evaluate Nu (DF) in (20) using the
same EC PPM signal design used in Example 1, i.e, we
use the pulse w(t) in (29), tn = 0:4472 ns, Tw = 1:2 ns,
min = 0:2419 ns, 1 = 0, 2 = min, and Tf = 100 ns. Fig.
4 shows Nu (DF) for di erent values of DF using Rb = 100
kilobits per second, Ns(2) = 100, 2  M  256 and Ns =
log2 (M)100. Notice that (log2 (Ns )=Ns )  RbTf still holds
for M = 256.
From Nu (DF) in (20) we can also nd Rb (DF) for a
particular value of Nu . Fig. 5 shows Rb(DF) for di erent
values of DF using Nu = 1000 active users.
C. Example 3: Nsup , Csup and G
In this example we evaluate Nsup in (26), Csup in (25)
and G in (16). This requires the evaluation of  = (2)
EC .
For this purpose we de ne a binary signal design using the
same EC PPM signal design used in Examples 1 and 2, i.e,
(2)
we use the pulse w(t) in (29), t(2)
n = 0:4472 ns, Tw = 1:2
(2) = 0:2419 ns,  (2) = 0,  (2) =  (2) , and T (2) = 100
ns, min
min
1
2
f
(2)
ns. The value of  = EC can then be calculated from table
IV and (10) and (9).
The value of  was calculated for three di erent pulse
width parameters t(nI ) , t(nII ) and t(nIII ) . These values are
shown in table VI, together with the respective values of
Csup. Also included are the values of G and Nsup calculated
using Rb = 100 Kilo bits per second (Kbps). The superscript (i), i = I; II; III denotes a quantity calculated using
set i of parameters.
From Csup in (25) we can also nd Rsup as a function of
Nu . Fig. 6 shows Rsup(Nu ) calculated using the parameters
in table VI.

In this case Tw and min depends on tn , and min = ;0:6183
for any tn . Using tn = 0:4472 ns we get Tw ' 1:2 ns and
min ' 0:2419 ns. Fig. 2 depicts w(t ; Tw =2), w () and
the spectrum of w(t). The 3 dB bandwidth of w(t) is in
excess of one GHz.
Given w(t), the signal design is complete when we specify
Ns , Tf and fjk g in table I. For OR signals TOR = 2Tw , for
EC signals 1 = 0 and 2 = min, for NO1 signals 1 = 0,
2 = min and TNO1 = min + 2Tw , and for NO2 signals
1 = 0, 2 = min and TNO2 = min + 2Tw .
To chose a value for Tf , notice that condition (f) in section II-E requires 0 < Nh Tc < (Tf =2) ; 2(Tw +  ). Also
notice that  = 16TOR for M = 16 (the maximum value
of M in this example). By choosing Tf = 100 ns we have
that 0 < Nh Tc < 16 ns.
To choose a value for Ns , notice that the M-ary
VI. Conclusion
PPM signal designs considered in [10] require that Ns =
From Fig. 3 the bene ts of using block waveform mod1=(RsTf ) = log2 (M)=(RbTf ) = log2(M)Ns(2) . Hence, for a ulation
are evident. By using higher values of M other
than
2,
it is possible either to improve the probability of
The w(t) in (29) is one possible model for the ultra-wideband
detection for a xed number of users Nu , or to increase the
impulse w(t) used in impulse radio modulation [2].
7
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Fig. 2. (a) The pulse w(t ; Tw =2) as a function of time t. (b) The signal autocorrelation function w ( ) as a function of time shift  . (c)
The magnitude of the spectrum of the pulse w(t).
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Fig. 3. The base 10 logarithm of the probability of bit error as a function of Nu for di erent values of M , using Rb = 100 Kbps. (a) OR PPM
signals, SNRbOR (1) = 14:30 dB. (b) EC PPM signals, SNRbEC (1) = 13:39 dB. (c) NO PPM signals, design 1, SNRbOR (1) = 14:30
dB and SNRbTSK(1) = 16:40 dB. (d) NO PPM signals, design 2, SNRbOR (1) = 14:30 dB and SNRbEC(1) = 13:39 dB.

number of users for a xed probability of error, without
increasing each user's signal power. It can be veri ed that
the bene t in going from one value of M to the next value
actually decreases as M increases. The observer reader can
verify that that for the particular signal designs in the example UBP(bNO1) < UBP(bOR) < UBP(bNO2) < UBP(bEC) ,
i.e., NO signals, design 1, rank rst, OR signals rank second, NO signals, design 2, rank third and EC signals, rank
fourth in terms of multiple-access performance. This is expected, since the signal sets can be ranked, in that order,
in terms of favorable correlation properties.
Fig. 4 illustrates how by using higher values of M with
xed values for both the bit transmission rate and the probability of bit error, it is possible to increase the maximum

number of users Nmax = 739 using M = 2 to Nmax = 4141
using M = 256. These values corresponds to Cmax = 73:9
Mega bps (Mbps) and Cmax = 414:1 Mbps, respectively.
Similarly, Fig. 4 illustrates how for a xed number of active users Nu = 1000 it is possible to increase the maximum
transmission rate per user Rmax = 73:9 Kbps using M = 2
to Rmax = 414:4 Kbps using M = 256. Both Figs. 4 and 5
show that increasing DF beyond 10 dB provides a diminishing return, therefore a good system should be designed
to work with DF  10 dB.
Table VI clearly indicates that for the upper bound on
the total combined bit transmission rate we have that
(I )(Nu ) > C (II ) (Nu ) > C (III ) (Nu ). Similarly, for the
Csup
sup
sup
spreading gain factor we have that G(I ) > G(II ) > G(III ) .
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set I of
parameters

set II of
parameters

set III of
parameters

tn = 0:2877 ns
Tw = 0:75
ns
min = 0:1556 ns

tn = 0:4472 ns
Tw = 1:2 ns
min = 0:2419 ns

tn = 0:7531 ns
Tw = 2:0 ns
min = 0:4073 ns

(I ) =
252:27
(I ) = 3:6394 (Gbps)
Csup

(II ) =
162:28
(II ) = 2:3412 (Gbps)
Csup

(III ) =
96:37
(III ) = 1:3903 (Gbps)
Csup

G(I ) =
25227
(I ) = 36394 (users)
Nsup

G(II ) =
16228
(II ) = 23412 (users)
Nsup

G(III ) =
9637
(III ) = 13903 (users)
Nsup

TABLE VI

Values of  and Csup in Giga bps (Gbps) calculated using three different pulse widths. Also included are the value of G
and Nsup for Rb = 100 Kbps.

Pe=10−6, M=256
−6
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−6
Pe=10 , M=2

−6

Pe=10 , M=256
−6
Pe=10 , M=128
−6
Pe=10 , M=64
−6
Pe=10 , M=32
−6
Pe=10 , M=16
−6
Pe=10 , M=8
−6
Pe=10 , M=4
−6
Pe=10 , M=2
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Fig. 4. The number of simultaneous active links (users) Nu (DF) for
EC PPM signals for 2  M  256 with Pe (1) = UBP(bEC) (1) '
10;6 and Rb = 100 Kbps.

This is to be expected since the \more impulsive" the signals are, the less likely collisions among TH-PPM signals
corresponding to di erent users are. In fact, the expression
for the processing gain G can be manipulated to make it
explicitly dependent on the ratio (Tf =Tw ).
This analysis shows that impulse radio modulation is
theoretically able to provide multiple-access communications in a Gaussian Channel with a combined transmission
capacity of hundreds of Megabits per second at bit error
rates in the range 10;4 to 10;7 using receivers of moder-

Fig. 5. The data transmission rate per user Rb(DF) for EC PPM
signals for 2  M  256 with Pe (1) = UBP(bEC) (1) ' 10;6 and
Nu = 1000 active users.

ate complexity. The validity of the analysis is ensured as
long as the conditions stated in section II-E are satis ed.
The use of the union bound in this theoretical analysis is
justi ed for the values of signal to noise ratio used in the
examples. This analysis, combined with simulations using
non-random time hopping patterns, should give calculations that re ect the performance attainable in practical
systems under similar conditions.
For communications in the presence of multipath, the
greatest potential for impulse radio modulation comes from
the ne time resolution produced by the subnanosecond
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order of this pulse width or more can be resolved and coherently combined using a Rake receiver, hence combating the
normally degrading e ects of multipath. For a single user
using impulse radio modulation, one study [20] has shown
that the fading margin can be as low as 1:5 dB. Further
studies are needed to asses the multiple-access performance
of impulse radio modulation in the presence of multipath.
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